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Introduction. In this paper we show that the set of nonrecursive degrees with no 
minimal predecessors has Lebesgue measure 1. This answers a problem posed in 
[1]. We wish to thank C.E.M. Yates for his hmp, and D ~k. Martin whose results 
suggested the methods used herein. We also wish to express our indebtedness to the 
referee who has prmided  a considerable number of sigr.ificant simplifications. 
Notation, ee, r, & A, ~ . . . .  wilt stand througho~,t for finite sequences of 0's and I% A 
will stand for an e lement of 2 '°. 2 <'~ is the set of all finite 0, 1 sequences. We treat 
~, r . . . .  as basic subsets of 2". 
For e E ~o, E({r)  is the largest initial segment of {e} '~ which can be computed in at 
most [c~ I steps. 
~(A)= O F , (A  [n).  
nero 
Thus the set of total F~(A ) runs through {B C 2 ~ 1 t:1 ~rA  }. 
(A)0, (A),  stand for the even and odd parts of A respectively. A similar notation 
is used for finite sequences. 
#. stands for the Lebesgue measure on 2% that is # is the product measure on the 
product of co copies of 2 induced by the standard binomial measure on 2. 
Theorem. **{A ~ 2 `o [A  has no minimal predecessor} = t. 
Plan. Assume on the contrary tile result fails, so 
/.~{A E ~'~ 1A has a minimal predecessor} >0.  
Then for some w E co, 
,a{A ~ 2" I I%(A ) minimal} > 7/8. 
We now define a partial recursive functional & from a subset of 2 `° into 2 `0 such 
that 
'~ This work v,,as completed whilst the au~:hor was attending the University of Manchester and the 
University of California, Berkeley. 
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p.{A ~ 2 ~ 1 4,(F,(A))0, 4,(F,,.(A))~ are total and i,lcom~ arable} > t/8. 
This gives the required contradiction. 
To obtain the required ~b, ¢(Fw(A))  must be total and satisfy eountabty many 
conditions like 
F~ (4, (F,~ (A)),,) / 4, (F~. (A))~ 
for many A E 2 '~. 
[n order to define 4, we shall have to consm~ct a sequence of trees 7',, C 2 "~''. Each 
T, will be finite and will have the property that the maximM points of ~, form a 
maximal pairwise incomparab!e (m.p.i.) subset of 2 <'~'. T,, wilt be an initial segment 
of T,+,. 4' will fi-st be defined on increasing initial segments of the T, and wilt then 
be extended to a subset of 2 °" by 
~b(A) = U{4 ' (a  !n ) iA  ~n ~ Domain(4,) & n ~ w}. 
As. the ccnstracticn of me T, 's proceeds certain poin!s ¢ of the ~/2 will be called 
waiting to spawn points with a spawn number, e say, corresponding to a condition 
as above. The intention is that 4"(Ev(A) )  will satisfy this condition for at least a 
ixed fraenon of thv A ~ 2 ~ such that E~.(A ) ~ o: this fixed fraetkm depending only 
on e. (The abundence of such cr will ensure this is sufficienL) Of course it may not 
be possible to fulfil this intention due to the bad behaviour of those F~(A)D or. 
(The set Y to be introduced shortly corresponds to such or). However ignoring this 
obstacle, and others as yet unmentioned, o" later spawns producing a spawn 
{A, . . . . .  &} which is a m,p.i, subset of {6 E 2 <~ [cr C 3}. Each of the &'s is now a 
dissection p'~int with number e which (all bei~,g well) later dissects to produce a 
dissection {S,, . . . . . .  3~,,}. a m.p.i, subset of {3 ~ 2 <'° t 3~ C 6}. 
,~h is defir~ed on 6,, . . . . .  6,, but 4'(8,0) is required to satisfy the eth condition and 
so may not be defined. If 4'(,3,0) is defined we seem to have succeeced whereas if it 
is not defined then an easy argument will show that we have, without trying, 
satisfied the eth condition on 4'(&,) . . . . .  0(&,,). The problem now is the 't~,xed 
fraction' menticned above. We wish 
_ ~_{A E 2__2" ~ F , (A)D &j some 8,~ with 4~(6~)successful} 
- /~{A ~d2 ~ t i¢ , . (A )D  o "} 
to be b~tmded e~way fr¢~m zero by a rational which depends only on e. Now since the 
7;, are const~.uc~ed recursively we can only compute approximations to these 
measure,s duri~g ~be construction. Thus whilst the measures of the sets 
B, i -+-{A ~ 2°" t F,~.(A)__D 3,~} 
seemed to be r igt,  when the dissections were made the~y may change later. This can 
cause ~ to be too low if for too many i = 0 . . . . .  k, the meas~,res of tb, e B,, t <~ ] ~ s; 
become much bigger than the measure of B,,~. ~f it seems tha~ dfis may be happening 
it i~; necessary to go back to or, set it again to be a waiting to .pawn point, and start 
the process anew, wiping out any commitments that ~oi~'t : above o- may have. 
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Fortunately it is possible ta arrac~ge ~hat th{s wipe out c'a~ only occur finitely often. 
Of course il may be that a wipe out occurs for a spawn point below c~ in which cr',se 
o" noses its role. 
A second problem with the changing sizes of the B,~'s is that B,o may become too 
big so that if q~(&,,) does not g¢:.t defined we shall have seriously pruned the set of 
A ~ 2"' for which 4,(F,,.(A)) is totai. I:~ this situation we must further dissect 8 ,, 
dissections which may be required ad infinitum. 
From now on assume 
#{ 4 E 2 `0 t A has a minimal predecessor} > 0. 
Our  aim now is to introduce some notation. We shall then go on to define the T,. 
Definition of F~.. Since jx is countabty additive we can find z E w such that 
MA ] N(A) rain.} > 0. 
By a well known trick we can now find o-E 2 .... such that 
t.t{A ]o 'C  A & F:(A)rain.} >7/8  ,,'L(c~), 
Let w be such that for A ~ 2'L 
F,,.(A) = F,, (o-~ A). 
Then 
"7/8 ~, (o') < ~ {a  ] o- c A & ~; (a )  rain.} 
= ~t(~r). tx{A i F_.(crnA) mira} 
-- ~t(cr ) .g{A [Fw(A)  rain.} 
as required. Henceforth we wri'ie F for E,.. 
Definitiom For ~r ~ 2 ~', n ~ a~, 
rr, (or) = ~a (U{8 E 2 ~" t cr c£_" f (6)})  
(In this expression F(A)  may only be a fimte string.) Clearly 
~(cr) = lira rr ,(~).  
Let Y be the set of o-E 2 <`° such that 
tx{A Io" ~ F (A  ) & F(A ) recursive or not total} ->-{ n-(o'). 
Let B={crEY IVS~2<X 5Ct r - -+3~'Y} .  Then B is a maximal pairwise 
incomparable subset of Y and if 3 ~ Y then 3~r ~ B, o" C 8. Furthermore:  
ProposRion I. ~.~B ~',(cr) ~ 114. 
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Proof. Since the o '~ B are incomparable, 
1/8 I> IL{A [ F (A)  not min.} 
>~tx{A IF(A) rec. or not total & o'_C F (A)  some cr~B} 
= ~. ~{A IF(A) rec. or not total & ¢r C_- F(A)} 
o-EB 
o-~/3 
Thus 
~r(o') ,'~ 1/4. 
A number of (pa:tial) functions will sim, ~aneously be defined with the T,,'s. We 
now give an infor~aal accoum of these functions. Their fuU meaning w~]l not 
however be apparent until aft,-:r the construction of the T.'s. Here then is a list of 
these functions: 
(a) N,C. For a '~Z, ,  N(T~,,Lr) (if defined) is the number of cr ia ~'. and 
C(T., o') is the colou of o" in Z,. C(T,,, o-) is defined just if N(F., cr) is defined and is 
one of red, amber, green. 
As n i~creases the ¢olour of a poit~t may change (from red to green) or may 
disappear. Red points are etways maximal. The m~mber of a point cannot change 
but raay disappear. 
(b) WS, WD, W. WS(T.)  is the set of points of T,, which are waiting to spawn. 
WD(T.)  the set of points of T~ which are waiting to dissect. W(Z,)  is the union of 
WS(T,..), WD(T~) and {cr ~_ T. i C(T., c~) = red}. V~'~T~) forms a m.p.i, subset of 7'.. 
If ,:r ~ T. is strictly above a point in W(T,,) then 3one of the functions here 
discu:~sed are defined on (7,. o-). 
Points in VVD(T.) are m~ximal. 
(c) SP, S, M. SP(T.) is the set of points of 7., which have spawned, Each such 
point was, in some earlier T,., wait!ng to spawn. For ~r c~ SP(T~), S(7;,, or) is the 
spawl~ of o. in T,,, and is a m.p.i, subset of {~ E Z, l o'_C 8}. For cr ~ SP(T.), 
M(T,~ or) is the least m such that cr ~ SP(T~)Vm ~< i ~< n. 
(d) DP, D, RD. DP(T,,) is the set of points of T,, whicl" have dissected. Each 
dissection poiv.l: is in the spawn vf exactly one spawn poin:. If cr ~ DP(T.)  then 
D(T., or), the dfssecti~m of ~ in T., is a m.p,i, subset of {6 E ;C, [ o- C 8} and is non 
empt2~. There is a~ most one red point in D(T., cr). RD(T,,, o') deL3tes this point if it 
exists. 
(e) SN, DN. For cr G T~, SN('Ir,,, cr), the spawn number of ~r in T,,, is defined 
just if o- ~ SP(Z,) U vS(T,,). DN(T., o'), 0ae dissection umber of ~r in "iv,,, is defined 
just if o" =-DP(T. )U WD(T.).  
If cr ~ DP(T~) U WD(T.)  then =1! v C o" s~.~ch that cr E S(T., v) cad SN(T,,, v) = 
DN(T.,o'). If cr has a colour in 7"., then 3! r C ~r such that o" ~2 D(T., v) and 
N(T., o-) = DN(Z,, ~,). 
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We now define the trees T. and -~5 induc*ively. For the purpose of the functions 
SN, SP etc. we treat the "/;~ as distinc~ even tho ~gh. as sets of points ~l'~,ey may not be 
distinct. 
Definition of To. To has one point, 0, which is waiting to spawn with spawn number 
i), qb(N = 0. WD(T. )  =: SP(?~,) = DP(T; 0 = 0. N, C and DN are null. 
Definition oI 7;,,~. Suppose 7",, has been successfitlly defined so that conditions 
implicit in (a)-(e) above hold. We now define T,,,, from T,, in five s~ages To, T ' ,  T'.', 
T".', T'~'. T~, ~,. We shatl also defi~.e N, C, S, SN. WS, SP, WD, DN, DP, D, on these 
T ; , -  T~". it will be conven;ent to observe the following convention: if T' is the 
successor of T in the sequence T.. T ' , . . . .  T',',". T,,., and o ca T then, unless 
otherwise stated, we shall assume that 
~r E SP(T)~-: ~ (r ~ SP(T')  
~r ~ WS(T)  ~ o" ~..- WS(T ' )  
(r E WD(T)  <--~. cr @. WD(T ' )  
o' ~ DP(T)  -~ o" ~ DP(T ' )  
and each of N, C. SN, S, D, DN take the same w~lue on both (T, o)  and (T',  ~r). 
We no..¢ proceed to ,he definition of T[,. 
Stage I. Let J be the set of ~r ~ T. with ~r -~ SP(T,,) and 5/4. rr~a~r..=)(o') < rr. ~,(rr). 
Let 
K={cr~JI~td@iJ .  6Z o'}. 
;, is now formed from E, as follows. If r ca T. and or C_ r some cr E K then ~" 
ceases to be a spawn point or a dissection point or a waiting to spawn point or a 
waiting to dissect point, r also loses any number,  colour, spawn number,  spawn, 
dissection number, dissectior: it possesses. 
If r ~ K then z ~ WS(T~.) and SN(T;,, z) = SN(T,:, r). 
4~ is now extended monotonical ly so ti~at its domain is the nonred points of T;,, 
(i.e. if <b(r) new gets defined then &(r)  D &(or) for all cr ~ T;,, ~r C r). 
Stage 2. Let L be the sc~ of ~r C WS(T~,)- K such that 
"rE:B~ 
where B,~ = {r E T ;  I cr E 'r & r maximal in T;,}. Each such cr now ceases to be a 
waiting to spawn point and becomes a point oi' SP(T~). Put S(T~. o') = B.  and for 
r E B.  put T ~ WD(T'.') and DN(T',',, r )  = SN(T;,. a).  [T~e reas, m for excluding 
elements of K from L is to simplify the definition of the function M.] 
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Stage 3. Let r ~ WD(T;;) be such that if e = DN(T'. ,  r), then there is some i = 0, 1 
such that 
0 < ~r..,(r)/2"÷~ ~ < ~r.+,(r~i). 
(We consider WD(T,',) in place of WD(T~) so that a point cannot transfer from 
nothing to dissected in the passage from I", to T,,, ~) For each such r pick such an i, 
add these rC~O, r~ l  to T~ to form T'~[ and set 
N(T".', r "0) = N(T':~, r n 1) = e 
C(T';[, r n i) = red 
C(T",  r "~(1 - i)) = amber. 
Extend 4, monotonically to rn (1  - i) and make r "( I  - i) a waiting to spawn point 
of T"  with 
SN(T",  r ~(1 - i) = min0o - {N(T~, 8)i ~ E 7". & 8 C r}). 
In T'~ r ceases to be a waiting to dissect point and becomes a memt er of DP(T','() 
wkh 
D(T  'g, r )  = {r~0, r °1}. 
Stooge 4. Let O be the set of red points v of T"~ such that if e = N(T'g, v) and 
u ~- D(T';,', o-) then : I t  E 2 "+~, r D 4,(o') such that 
e even ~ F~o ((r)0) and (r), incomparab,e 
e odd ~ Fl(,-,~((r),) and (r)o incomparable. 
For each ~uch u ~ Q cl?ange the colour of ~, from red to green and define 4'(v) to 
be such a r. Set v to be a waiting to spawn point with 
SN(T" ,  v) = rain(o) - {N(T~, 8)1 8 E T. & 8 C v}). 
Finally for each amber A ~ D(T',',', o-) remove the colour and number  of a. 
37}~,is produces the lree T~". 
Stage 5. Lc! v ~ T,. C(T~", v) = red and N(T".", v) =: e. Let v E D(T~", o-) and 
suppose for some i ~ 2, 
~.~,(o-)/2"+6 ~ rr,,+,(v n i). 
[Notice I vn i i ~ n + 1.] For each such v pick such an i E 2 and add v n0. v n 1 to T"." 
to form T,,.,. Remove the colour and numbe~ from ~, and put 4,(v) = 4'(o-). (This is 
the only case in which 4' fails to be monoto~m.) Extend 4' monotonical ly to 
vO(1 - i) and set 
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N(T,,+~. ~,~~0):; N(Z ,+,  ~,~ t) = e 
('(T, .... ~'~'i) = red 
C(T, .... ~,~" (1 - i ) )=  amber. 
Set ur ' ( l  - i) to be a waiting to ~;pawn point of To,, with 
SN(T ,  . . . .  ~,~(1 -- i ) )  = min( ,a  - {N(T . ,  ,~)[ a ~- ~I;, ,~ ,~ C ~,}). 
Finally put D(~[;, ~,, or) = D(T;", ~r) U { ~, ~ 0, ~, '~ I } - { r,}. 
This completes the constructior' of T,+,  Notice cb(v) is defined on every non red 
1; ~ T,+, and {v ~ T~:  l N(To.~, v) = e} are pairwise incomparab|e.  
Remark.  Suppose cr ~ T, is waiting to spawn in T, and ccnsider the future o, ~ o-. 
Possibly at some later t ime there is a point ~3 C or which, by stage 1, becomes 
waiting to spawn point and as a result or is never, thereafter,  a point which is waiting 
to spawn or a point which has spawned. 
Alternat ively or may forever remain a waiting to spawn point or a point which has 
spawtled. Each time j at which cr changes from point which has spawned back to 
one which is waiting to spawn we have 
~r~(o~", > 514. ~r~,r,; ...... ~(cr) 
so 
m(c ~) "- 7r,,,cr) ..... )(o') ~ 1/4" 7r Mrr, .... )(rr) ~ 1i4 ~r¢ (o') 
where f is mimmal  with r0 (c r )>0.  
tf follows then that there car, only be finitely many such times, j. Thus eventually 
o- is always a point which has spawned (with the same spawn) or is alv..'ays waiting to 
spawn. 
Definition e[ :/~ T is the tree which is the limit of the T,,'s. For  or ~ T, N(T, cr), 
C(T, c~), M(T, or), SN(T, or), DN(T, cr), S(T, or), D(71 or) are defined to be the limi:s 
of N(T,, rr), C(T,,, o'), M(Z,, or), SN(T,,, cr), DN(T,,, c~), S(T,,, or), D(I/;,, rr) respec- 
tively, where these exist. Similarly we set 
or ~ WS(T)  *-'. o- ~. WS(T. ) ,  
or ~ SP(T)~o o- ~ SP(T,,), 
or ~ WD(T)  ~-> cr E WD(T,,),  
o- ~ DP(T)  ~-~ or ~ DP(T. ) ,  
cr ~ W(T)e-> or ~ W(T,,). 
n eventually, 
n eventually, 
n eventuaily, 
n eventually, 
n eventually. 
Notice that if or G DP(T)  then D(T, or) may be infinite. This can arise because 
RD(7%, or) may not be fixed eventually. As concerns the other functions for every 
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j E w 3m ~ a., such that for n i> m, T and T~. and th.~" accompanying functions 
(apart ~rom D) agree on 2 ~ 
4) ia of course defined on all the non red points of T. 
At  this point we wish to investigate W(T)  and estimate 
/ ,{a  ~2 °' [~cr~ Y t0W(T) ,  cr C= F(A)}.  
The next three proposit ions achieve this. 
Proposition 2. Let r be a red poim of 7' w#h number e, r ~_ D(T, or), and 7r(r) > 
~(cr)/2 "+3. Then r E Y. 
Pr~mf. By definition of T rlm E ,o such that for all n >/m, z = RD(T, ,  o-). Let 
n ;'- m. Since RD(T,+I, ~r) = RD(T,~, c') = r, stage 5 in the construction of T,,+, ~rom 
T,, did not effect r so 
¢r.+,(r n0). rr. ~,(r n 1) < rr.+l(~'/2 "+*. 
Taking the limit ~hen 
• )e+o " ,3  
Hence 
Iz {A ~ 2 ~ [ F (A)  D r & F (A)  i ec. or not total} 
>I*{A ~2 ~' IF(A);)_ r & r~O~F(A)  & ~ ~1 ~F(A)}  
= ~(r ) -  r r ( r~0)  - rr(r  n I) 
1 > ~ ~-(~,), 
so r~Y.  
Proposition 3, 
Z ~0") ~ I/2"*~ 
v~ De 
where D~ is the set of red point~ of T -  Y ~,~th ~mmber e. 
Proof. Let v: . . . . .  vp be distinct elements o3 D,: and let ~.; E D(T, ~r,), i = 1 . . . . .  p. 
Then for suitably large n, v, ~ D(T,, o'~), N(T,,, v,) = DN(7;,, ~.-~) = e and C(T,,, v~) = 
red for i = 1, . . . ,p .  T~e ~r, are pairwise incomparable, since suppose not, say 
o'1C a2. Pick r ~_ D(Z,, o'~) se~ct~ that o-~ C r C 6"2. Since D(T,, o',) contains a red 
point, N(T,, ~') =- e. Let A ~ T, be ~uch that h ~ SP(T.),  o-2 ~ S(T~, h). Then rCA 
and by checking cases it can be verified that at the stage when A first became a 
waiting to spawn point, r already had number  e. This implies then that A could not 
have spawn number  e a~ that stage and hence SN(Z ,  A) i e. Thus DN(T, ,  or,.) ~ e, 
the required contradiction. 
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Thus, since the ~,, are no.~ members of Y, by proposition 2, 
rr  (,,~) -< ~r(c~,)/2~ ~ " ' v~"  
so the proposition mhow~. 
Proposition 4. v ~, WS(T)~ ~, ~ Y. 
ProoL Let v CE WS(T) and suppose ~, started to wait to spawn for the last dine in 
%. Since ~, never spawns after n, for rn i>. n, T~, and T, agree above v and 
,.,r,,,(v) = 0 or  
~( , , )  > ~: ,,.,(~) 
DEP 
wtere P = {8 ~ 7", ! v _C 8 & 8 maximal in Z,}. Hence effher rr(v) = 0, in which 
case the result is proved, or 
~ ~(~, )  > ,~, 
.5  , ' (a ) .  
v~P 
Suppose P C_-~J. Thet~ 
vCF(A)~ V6?-P .  
Thus 
3~ F(A  ) -~tF (A  ) I <]  
- ,  F (A  ) not total. 
~ {A iF(a)~_ v a r (a  ) not total} 
>~/x{A [ v C_ F (A)  & V6 ~ P, 8~ F(A)} 
8~P 
Prolgasition 5. v ~ WD(T)--> v E Y. 
Proof. Suppose v @ WD(T'), say DN(T, v) = e. If ~r(v) = 0 then v U Y so suppose 
~r(v) > 0. Then for all n eventually, since v does not dissect, 
,-r,,(v~'O), rrn(v ° I )<  ~r,, (v)/2~% 
Hence rr(v n0). ~r (vn l )~ ~r(v)/2 ~+6-~ rr(v)/2 ~ so, as in tim proof oi Proposition 2, 
vE  Y. 
By collecting together the results of proposition t-5, we have the following. 
Corollary 6. a {A ~ 2 ~ I F(A ) D cr some cr ~ Y U W(T)} ~ ~. 
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Proof. If or ~ W(T)  then either or ~ D~ for some e ~ ~ or or E ]t': Tl~e result 
follows since 
. I  
u,{A~_2 ' ° IF (A)Dor  some or~ Y}= ~ ~r (or )~,  and 
/.,~.{Ae2 ~IF(A)Dorsomeo'~u,,~°,D~}~  E re(or) I. 
efS~o ~m~D¢ 
We need the next proposit ion for handling D(T, o-) when this is infinite. 
Prolposifion 7. Let ¢~ E DP(T)  and suppose that there is no green point in D(T. cr). 
Then there is a finite m.p.L subset H of {r ~ T l cr C z} such that for r ~ H either 
z E V or "r ~- D(T, o') & N(T, r )  = DN(T, or). 
ProoL If D(T, or) is finite then H = D(T, or) will do so suppose D(~ o') is infinite. 
Then the sequence of RD(T~, or) is never eventual ly constant. Hence we can find a 
strictly inereasii~g sequence n~, i E ~o such tha.':: 
RD(T,,. or) C RD(T,,,÷,, o-) = RD(T~ .... or) for all i E ~. 
These jumps must occur at stage 5 of the passage from 7~. to T,,,.. so 
~r,,,+~(RD(T.~,+,, or))-~ ~r,:,÷,(cr)/U '6 > 0. 
Since for i <f i  RD(7(,;~;: or)C RD(T,,,.,, or), 
~%+,(RD(T.,~ ,, or)) ~ ~r,,,~,(RD(T.~ ,, or)). 
so ~taking the limit as j ~ ~, 
~(RD(Z,,÷,, o-)) ~ "rr (or)/2 ~+~, 
Since the sequence rr(RD(T.,+,, or)), i ~ w, is non increasing it has a limit, a say, 
ot --~ ~r(or)/2 ~+6 > 0. Let G = U~o RD(T.,+,, (r) ~ 2". Then G is recursiw~. 
Pick i ~ ~ such that 
2ce > ',v (RD(7.,~,, or)) ~ a. 
Then 
tx{A E2  ~ ] F (A) .D  RD( 'E  ..... or) & F(A)  rec.}~ 
~lx{a  G 2~ [ F (A)  = G i la  > ~ zr(RD(T,,. , ,  v~)). 
Hence RD(T~,+,,e-)~ Z so. since every othe," point in D(T,.,~,, o') is in D(Zo ' ) ,  
H = D(T.,÷I, or) wilt da. 
We now turn ot  attention to those .4 such that F (A)~ or for all or ~ W(T)U  Y 
whilst F (A2  is total. Unfortunately we shall still have to carry W(T)  U Y with us in 
our calculmions, so, to simplify matters, let Z denote W(T)U  Y. 
There now follows a series of 'estimates" after which we shall be in a position to 
'prove the contradict ion'  ment ioned in the plan. 
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Proposition 8. Let ~, e2 $P(T) and SN(T, o)  = e. 7;hen "-3 a pairwise incomparabre 
E~{v D o ' fvCZor  N(7~, )=e} such tha~ 
Proof. [et  m = M(f~ d') and Iet& . . . . .  8., enumerate S(7; e.r), The~ by considering 
stages 1 & 2, 
~ r r,,, (&)  ;~ ! ",-r,,, (o ' )  "-" "',r (o ' )  " 4 
i=t  
Let l~<i<<,'L We shall constr'~ct a pairwise incomparable subset E, of 
{v ~ T 1 8~ C v} by considering three cases. 
Case I. D(T, 6,) is finite and contains a red point. In this case every point in 
D(~ 8~) has a number. If 
~(,s,) > .~, ,m') 
v rE- D(  T, ~/~ "1 
then by a similar argument to that used in the proof of Proposition 4, 8, ~ Y. In this 
case put E~ = {&}. Otherwise put E, = D(T, 8 0. Either way 
~-'  rr(8,). 
Case 2. E'(7; 8,) is finite and contains a green point. 
Let A, be this green point and suppose ,L 8rst appeared in D(T, 8,) in T,,,. Then 
~.,, (a,) > ~°, (&)/2"'. 
Set E, = {a,}. 
Case 3. D(T, 8,) is intinite. 
tn this case, by Proposition 7, we can find a finite mp.i. subset H of 
{v ~ T l & C v} such that for v ~/4,  N(T, v) = e or v ~ Y. Again either 8, E Y or 
v~H 
In the first case set E~ = {8,}, in the second E, = H. Thus 
~,(8,)-< E ~-(v). 
For each i, we have 
Hence 
~'0') >I ~',owof • 
,v",t ~ i  e x e+5 • rr(v~ ->- rr~(&)/2~+~>~ rttr;.,/5.2 > (o')/2 "*s. 
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We are indebted to the referee for providing neat and elegant simplifications of 
our proofs of the ~lext two propositions. 
Proposition 9. Let tr ~ T and suppose that for all n < e ~ 6 C_ tr such that N(T, ~) = 
n. Then there is a finite m.p.i, subset D~ of {6 ~ T I cr C ~ } such that for 6 ~ D~ either 
3vC& v~Z.  
or  
~ SP(T) & SN(T, a) --: e, 
or  
3vC& N(T ,v )=e.  
Proof. Let cr satisfy the hypothesis of the proposit ion and let cr C B. It is enough to 
show that either there is a ~" C B such that ~" ~ Z or N(T, ~) = e or else there is a ~- 
with o" C "r C Bav ,  d SN(T, r)  = e. The existence of D,, then follows using compact- 
hess .  
]~.f there are v, ~" such that v C g, v ~ SP(T), "r C B, N(T, 7-) = e, and r belongs to 
the dissection of a ,  e lement of the spawn o~ ,,, we are done. Hence let n be such 
that for all m ~ ~. 
(1) There are I~o v,T, 8 such that vCo  ~, v~SP( 'E . ) ,  ~-CB, N(T,.,, z )= e, 
r ~ D(T,,, ~), 6 ~ S(T,~, v), and C(T,,, z ) j  red. 
(2) ( re '<  e) (~v  C_ ~r)(N(T~,, v) = N(7, v) = e'). 
For  m ~n,  define f (m)  to be the least r such that ~rC r CB  and 
r ~ WS(T,,)  U SP(T,,) and SN(T=, r )  = e. If such a r does not exist, set f (m)  = B. 
Let cr* = ~r if f (n)  = B and or* = f (n)  otherwise. 
Claim. If cr*CvCf (m) ,  then u~'WS(T ,~)USP(T , , ) .  
Proof. By induction on m ~ n. 
If f (m)  ~ B, then either f (m)  = f (m + 1) or else Stage l applies to some u C f (m)  
at m + 1. In the latter case v C o-* and no v' D v belongs to WS(T,~.~) U SP(T,,+~). 
tf f (m ) = B and some v C B belongs to WS(T,, + ~) - [WS(T,,, ) U SP(T,,)], then by 
Stages 3 and 5 and the fact that m ~ n, f (m + 1) = u. 
Now let m ~ n be s'ach that Stage 1 never applies to any v C or* at any m'  ~ m. If 
f(n7 ') ~ B for some m'  ~ m, then f (m' )~ WS(T)  U SP(T)  and so f (m' )  E SP(T)  tO 
Z. If f (m' )  = B for all m '  ~ m, then every v C ~,' added to T after m is given colour 
red v~z~ Stage 3 or 5, and ~o some v C B belongs to Z, by the proof of Proposit ion 7. 
Proposition 10. For k ~ ~, 
/~{A ~ 2 ~ [F (A)  total and ("n3cr E Z, cr C_ F (A) )  & 
,4c ( ]e  ~< k -7 :Jes ~ T, N(T, tr) = e &: ~r C_ F(A))} = 0. 
P ro f .  By induction on t" it is enought o proye that, for o" satisfying the hypothesis 
of Prc~position 9 with e = k, 
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,~,{A ~ 2" j c: C F(A)  & F(A)  total & ( -~3r  ~ Z. r C F(A))  & 
a ( - ,3 r  c 7; b~(T,~-)== k a: r_C ~'(A))}=0. 
Applying Proposition 9 to cr and then Proposition 8 to the elements of Do with 
spawn number k we get a set J,~ of extensions of G which take care of at least t/2 ~k 
of the measure of {A ~. 2 ~ i o- _C F(A)  & F (A)  total}. Taking a maximal incompati- 
ble subset of what remains above cr in T, we now repeat his argument taking care 
of 1/2 s+~ of the remainiug measure, and so on. The ;csul:ing sequence converges 
to 1. 
Corollary 11, 
,~{A ~ 2 ~ 1F(A)  not total or ~cr ~ Z, cr C F (A  ) 
or Ve 30" ~ T, N(T, ~r) = e & cr C~ F (A  )} = 1. 
ProoL By Proposition I0 this set is t~e compliment of a countable union of 
measure zero sets. 
PrgposRion 12, Let F (A)  be total, v _C F(A),  N(T, v) = e and C(T0 u) = green. 
Then 
e even --> FL, (~b(F(A))o) # &(F(A  )), 
e odd --~ &(F (A  )),, # F~,,_,(~b(F(A )),). 
Proof. Since v is green in T. &(v) was once defined by stage 4. Consider the 
definition of ~b(v). This was such that 
e even ~ F~(4,(v)0), &(v), are incomparable 
e odd--> F~- , (4 ) (v )d ,  4,(v)o are incomparable. 
The result clearly follows. 
ProFosition 13. L;:t iF(A) be total, u (_~ F(A) ,  N(T, 9) = e ~nd C(T, u) = amber. 
Then 
e even -~ F~(~b(F(A))o) not total, 
e odd ~ F~_~(qS(F(A))~) not total. 
Proof. Assume e even since tile result for e odd is similar. Let v E D(r, o-). By 
considering stage 5 and Proposition 2 it follows that for all n eventually there is a 
red A, E D(T,,, cr). Since ,\~ never changes its colour to green, for any r D 4~(c~), 
F~,((r)o), (r)~ are never incomparable. But this implies that if B ~ 2% &(o-) 7_ B 
then F~,((B)o) cannot be total. In particular thee if &(F(A) )  is total and v C F(A) ,  
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then tb(o-)C ~.(F(A)) so F~,(q~(F(A))o) c~nnot be total. Cl,'!~,arly then this resu!t 
also holds if &(F(A)) is not total so the proposit ion follows, 
Corol lary 14. Suppose F(A)  total & Ve3o-, N(T ,o - )=e & crC_F(A). The,u 
ch(F(A )) is total and .,b(F(A)0), &(F(A ))~ are incomparable. 
Proof. If Ve 3o-, N(T, o-) = e & cr C F(A), then &(F (A  )) is total by the mc~nntoni: 
definition of &. Funhermare  if N(T, el-) :~ e and o- C.. F(A ), then o- must be green or 
amber so the incomparabi l i ty follows from Proposit ions 12 and 13. 
The required contradict ion stated in the plan now follows since 
lx{A ~ 2~ I q) (F(A))  total & &(F(A))o, ~(F(A )) incomparable} 
1> ~{A ~ 2°' t F (A)  total & Ve 3o-, N(T, o-) = e & o" C F (A)}  
~tz{A ~-2" !F(A) not total or 3o-~Z,  trC_F(A) or 
(F(A) total & Ve 3o-, N(T, o-) = e & o-C_F(A))} 
- /z . '4 E 2 '~ [F (A)  not to ta l} -  tt{A E 2" [ 3~ ~ E Z, cr, C F (A)}  
w- 1 - t /8 -  t/2, by Corol lary 6, 
> l/8. 
l~',eference 
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